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Music Concepts: CfE Higher

Styles Melody/harmony Rhythm/tempo Texture/
structure/form

Timbre

Plainchant

Oratorio

Mass

Recitative

Sonata

Chamber music

String quartet

Lied

Impressionist

Musique concrète

Jazz funk

Soul music

Mode or modal

Relative major

Relative minor

Interval

Obligato

Acciaccatura

Mordent

Plagal cadence

Interrupted cadence

Tierce de Picardie

Dominant 7th

Diminished triad

Diminished 7th

Added 6th

Harmonic minor scale

Melodic minor scale

3 against 2

Time changes

Irregular time 
signatures

Triplets

Augmentation

Diminution

Basso continuo

Concerto grosso

Ritornello

Passacaglia

Da capo aria

Sonata form

Exposition

Subject

Through-composed

Tremolando

Harmonics

String quartet

Ripieno

Concertino

Coloratura

Music literacy

Melody/harmony Rhythm/tempo Texture/structure/
form

Dynamics/
timbre

Bass clef: E–C (range of notes from 
E below the stave to middle C)

Transposing from treble clef down 
one octave into bass clef

Identifying chords I, IV, V and VI in 
major and minor keys in treble and 
bass clefs

Identifying tonic, subdominant and 
dominant notes in the keys of C, G 
and F major and A minor

Naming diatonic intervals: 2nd, 3rd, 
4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and octave

Writing diatonic intervals above a 
given note in treble clef

Quavers, crotchets, dotted 
crotchets and dotted 
minims within

6 9 12

8 8  8 time

Triplet quavers, triplet 
crotchets

Rests: quaver, crotchet, 
dotted crotchet, minim, 
semibreve, whole bar

Da capo (D.C.)

Phrase mark Accents (>)

Slurs

Staccato (.)

INTRODUCTION
The aims of the Higher Music course are to enable you to:

• broaden your knowledge and understanding of music and musical literacy by listening
to music and learning to recognise, and distinguish, level specific music concepts,
signs and symbols used in music notation

• experiment with, and use, music concepts in creative ways, using compositional
methods to compose original music and self-reflect on your creative choices

• develop performing skills on two instruments, or one instrument and voice, through
regular practice and self-reflection .

Throughout the Higher Music course, you will develop a range of musical skills, 
knowledge and understanding . These will include:

• skills in listening to music to promote aural perception and discrimination

• knowledge and understanding of music styles, concepts, notation signs and symbols

• skills in creating original music using compositional methods

• reviewing the creative process and evaluating your own composing

• skills in performing music in contrasting styles on two contrasting instruments, or one
instrument and voice

• self-reflection and review of your rehearsal and practice skills .

COURSE CONTENT
The Higher Music course has an integrated approach to learning about music . It 
combines practical activities in performing and composing with music literacy and 
listening to music . Learning about a wide range of music concepts is central to 
the course . Throughout the course, you will have opportunities to draw upon your 
understanding of music styles and concepts as you experiment with these in creative 
ways when performing and creating music .

Higher Music concepts

The music concepts are all the styles, music features and terms that you will learn about 
as part of your Higher Music course . You will explore these concepts in a variety of ways 
through listening to music, creating your own music and performing music .

The concepts in the Higher Music course build on previous knowledge and understanding 
of music concepts at lower levels . This means that you will be expected to have a secure 
understanding of the music concepts at National 3, National 4 and National 5 levels, in 
addition to knowledge and understanding of the Higher Music concepts .

The tables below lists all the concepts that are introduced at Higher level . All the 
concepts for National 3, National 4 and National 5 Music can be found in the Bright Red 
N5 Music Study Guide .

COURSE OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

For the Higher Music 
course, you will also need to 
know all the music concepts 
for National 3, National 4 
and National 5.

contd

Remember to:

• reflect regularly on your performing progress

• review and evaluate your composing .

Use the tables above as a checklist of the Higher concepts you need to know . You could 
highlight the concepts in different colours, choosing a different colour for each theme or 
topic . This will help you to identify all the concepts that you already know, and let you see 
which concepts you might not be so sure of .

Create a mind map for each theme or topic that you study, showing which concepts relate 
to that theme .

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
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Popular Music: Soul and jazz funk
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JAZZ FUNK
Jazz funk is a popular music style that emerged in the USA in 1970s . It 
proved to be most popular throughout the 1970s and the early 1980s .

Jazz funk is a combination of Jazz improvisation with elements of 
Rock and Funk .

Common features of Jazz funk include the use of amplified instruments 
such as synthesizers, electric guitars, bass guitar and drum kit, 
along with Funk influenced bass lines and the driving rhythms and 
character of Rock .

In the 1970s many American Jazz musicians, including Herbie Hancock, 
combined Jazz, Funk and Rock elements .

In the late 1970s and early 1980s British groups, such as Shakatak, began to explore 
Jazz funk, softening the hard-edged rhythms of Funk and incorporating more Jazz and 
Rock elements .

SOUL MUSIC
Soul music (usually referred to just as Soul) is a popular music style that originated in 
the USA in the late 1950s and early 1960s . Associated with record labels such as Tamala 
Motown, Atlantic and Stax, soul music incorporates elements of Gospel music, Rhythm 
and Blues, and Jazz .

Soul music was made popular by a number of black American performers including Ray 
Charles, Marvin Gaye, James Brown, Otis Redding and Aretha Franklin .

Important characteristics of Soul music include an emphasis on vocals, conveying strong 
emotions, intensity of feeling and an impassioned performance . Other features that are 
sometimes present include call and response (or question and answer) between the lead 
vocalist and the backing singers, and some elements of improvisation .

SOUL AND JAZZ FUNK

POPULAR MUSIC

Listen to examples of classic 
Soul performances at  
www.brightredbooks.net

Jazz funk incorporates Jazz 
improvisation with elements 
of Rock.

Listen to the tracks for the 
activities in this section on 
the Digital Zone.

Test yourself on popular 
music styles at  
www.brightredbooks.net

You will already have learned about a number of popular music styles as part of the National 5 
Music course.

These included popular music styles from early in the twentieth century such as Blues, Gospel, 
Ragtime, Jazz and Swing, and styles that emerged during the second half of the twentieth 
century, including Rock’n’roll, Rock, Pop, Reggae, Rap and Celtic Rock.

If you want to revise popular music styles from previous levels, you can refer to the Bright Red 
N5 Music Study Guide, and also go to www.brightredbooks.net/subjects/n5music.

For Higher Music there are two additional popular music styles that you also need to be aware 
of: Soul music and Jazz funk.

Ray Charles (1930–2004)

Marvin Gaye (1939–1984) James Brown (1933–2006) Otis Redding (1941–1967) Aretha Franklin (1942–2018)

Listen to Aretha Franklin singing Respect on the Digital Zone.

As you listen to the song, note the following musical features:

• introduction featuring saxophones, electric guitar and drum kit

• solo female voice, conveying strong emotions

• backing vocals

• question and answer between soloist and backing vocals

• instrumental section, featuring saxophones

• saxophone solo, featuring improvisation

• solo female voice, with backing vocals

• saxophones join in towards the end.

Example:

Herbie Hancock (b. 1940)

Listen to Cantelope Island performed by Herbie Hancock on the Digital Zone.

As you listen to the music, note the following musical features:

• introduction featuring a riff played on the piano

• drum kit and bass double bass join in

• electric guitar joins in and plays an improvised solo

• extended piano solo with improvisation

• electric guitar returns with an improvised solo.

Example:

Shakatak

Listen to – Easier Said Than Done by Shakatak.

As you listen to the music, note the following musical features:

• female vocals

• accompanying instruments include electric guitar, bass guitar, piano and drum kit

• piano solos featuring improvisation

• instrumental break featuring synthesiser.

Example:

Consider some of the main similarities and differences between Jazz and Jazz funk .

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
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Vocal music: Lied 1
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VOCAL MUSIC
Verse 1

• The voice enters with the words Du holde Kunst (You noble art):

• The piano continues to play repeating chords in the accompaniment

• The verse ends with a short interlude played by the piano on its own

Verse 2

• The voice enters with the words Oft hat ein Seufzer, deiner Harf’ entflossen (Often has a sigh 
flowing out from your harp)

• The melody of verse 2 is a repeat of the melody from verse 1

• The song is in trophic form (i.e. the same music is repeated for each verse)

Coda

• The piano rounds off the song with a short coda, based on the interlude heard at the end of 
verse 1.

In most examples of Lieder, the piano is not merely an accompaniment . The voice and 
piano are treated as equals, and the piano is often used to create the mood and character .

DER STÜRMISCHE MORGEN (THE STORMY MORNING)
Listen to another song by Schubert: Der stürmische morgen (The stormy morning).

This comes from a song-cycle called Winterreise (Winter Journey), which is made up 
of twenty-four songs . As you listen, consider how Schubert captures the mood and 
character of a stormy morning .

Introduction

• The song begins with a dramatic introduction played by the piano

• It starts with a rising sequence

• The right and left hands are playing in octaves

• After another flourish of semiquavers there is a sforzando diminished 7th chord

• The quavers are played staccato and some of the semiquavers are accented

• Then there are two groups of triplets followed by a perfect cadence

• The tonality is minor

FRANZ SCHUBERT AND ROBERT SCHUMANN
Schubert was an Austrian composer who is regarded as the first important composer of 
Lieder . He composed over six hundred songs and was one of the first composers to treat 
the voice and piano as equal partners . The piano accompaniment would often establish 
the mood of the song, e .g . evoking the character of a rippling brook, a stormy morning, a 
moonlit night, or a whirring spinning-wheel .

Schumann was a German composer who composed over two hundred songs . Schumann’s 
piano accompaniments are particularly rich and imaginative, and much of the musical 
and dramatic interest is carried by the piano . His songs often end with a coda for the 
piano on its own .

The structure or form of a Lied would depend on the text of the poem being set . Many 
examples of Lieder are in strophic form (i .e . the same music would be repeated for each 
verse) . Some examples of Lieder are in ternary (ABA) form, in which the middle (B) 
section provides some musical contrast, possibly by being in a different key or having a 
different mood . Other examples of Lieder, however, are through-composed . This is a form 
in which there is little or no musical repetition . Sometimes small sections of the music 
might be repeated, but not complete verses . The composer allows the words of the poem 
to determine the structure of the music .

Both Schubert and Schumann, as well as other composers, also wrote song-cycles: 
collections of songs based on poems by the same poet, linked together by a theme, 
sometimes conveying a complete story .

You will now have the opportunity to listen to some examples of Lieder by Schubert 
and Schumann .

Introduction

• The music begins with simple repeated chords played by the piano

• The left hand of the piano hints at the vocal melody to follow

• The tonality is major

Lied (pronounced ‘leed’) is the German word for song. The plural is Lieder (songs)

The terms Lied and Lieder are generally used to refer to songs for voice and piano by 19th 
century German and Austrian composers of the Romantic period. Two composers particularly 
associated with composing Lieder are Schubert and Schumann

LIED 1

Franz Schubert (1797–1828)

Robert Schumann (1810–1856)

Listen to An die Musik (To Music) by Schubert while following the guide to the music.
The song is a tribute to the art of music, and is one of Schubert’s the best-known songs.

Example:

Test yourself on vocal music 
on the Digital Zone.

Listen to the tracks for this 
spread on the Digital Zone.

contd
Listen again to the two verses of An die Musik (To Music) by Schubert . Try to describe the 
mood and character of the song, and consider how the piano accompaniment contributes 
to this mood and character .

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT

A lied is a German song in 
which the voice and piano 
are equally important.
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Forms, styles and periods: Baroque music 3
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FORMS, STYLES AND PERIODS
Episode 1

The solo violin starts by playing repeated staccato notes with mordents . Two other violins 
join in, one playing trills and one playing repeated notes . The mordents and trills are used 
to suggest birdsong .

Birds merrily greet it with their happy songs. . .

Ritornello 2

Only one phrase from second part of the original ritornello theme is heard .

Then we hear a gentler theme using grouped semiquavers .

Streams murmur sweetly, caressed by gentle breezes.

One phrase from the second part of the original ritornello theme is heard in a new key .

Episode 2

The ripieno group plays shuddering tremolandos (rapid repeated notes) .

The sky darkens as thunder and lightning announce a strorm.

This alternates with the solo violin playing agitated semiquaver triplets .

BAROQUE MUSIC 3

CONCERTO AND CONCERTO GROSSO
Other important instrumental styles and forms associated with Baroque music are the 
concerto and concerto grosso . The term concerto, which generally refers to a solo 
concerto, features a solo instrument accompanied by a string orchestra (called the 
ripieno) . The concerto grosso comprises a small group of solo instruments (called the 
concertino) along with the larger ripieno group .

Both types of concerto are often in three movements: quick – slow – quick . The quicker 
movements are often structured in ritornello form, in which the recurring ritornello 
theme alternates with themes played by the soloists (called episodes) .

Here is the overall plan of ritornello form:

Ritornello 1 Episode 1 Ritornello 2 Episode 2 Ritornello 3
and so on. . .

Ripieno Soloist Ripieno Soloist Ripieno

The ritornello theme could recur many times, alternating with several different episodes .

It is also common, in both a solo concerto and concerto grosso, to have a continuo part 
played by a harpsichord, along with a low instrument such as a cello or bassoon . The 
composer would write a bass line only for the continuo . The harpsichord player would 
then improvise chords over this bass line to fill out the harmonies .

You should now listen to two different movements; one from a solo concerto and one 
from a concerto grosso .

The Italian Baroque composer Antonio Vivaldi composed around 500 concertos . A 
collection of concertos called The Four Seasons consists of four solo concertos for violin, 
string orchestra and continuo . These are descriptive works based on poems describing 
the four seasons of the year .

Antonio Vivaldi (1678–1741)

 ACTIVITY
Listen to the 1st movement of Spring from The Four Seasons by Vivaldi while following the 
guide below . Some of the music notation is printed an octave lower than the sounding 
pitch to make it easier to read .

Ritornello 1

The piece opens with an extended ritornello theme in the bright key of E major . Notice a 
characteristic Baroque feature of a phrase being played forte (loud) and then repeated 
piano (soft) creating an echo effect .

Joyful Spring is here. . .

The ritornello theme continues, using some syncopated rhythms . Notice again the 
characteristic Baroque echo effect of the first phrase being played forte (loud) and then 
repeated piano (soft) . There is also a trill on the second last note of each phrase .

contd

A concerto is a piece of 
music for a solo instrument 
with an orchestra.

Ripieno is the term 
used to describe the 
string orchestra in a 
Baroque concerto.

Read more on Spring on 
www.brightredbooks.net

Listen to the 3rd movement of Autumn from The Four Seasons by Vivaldi . Listen out for 
the ritornello theme and the episodes in between .

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT

Ritornello is a form in 
which the recurring theme 
alternates with themes 
played by the soloist(s).

Test yourself on  
Baroque music at  
www.brightredbooks.net
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